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Task A6. FROGS-MUTANTS 

The frogs-mutants in the metropolitan region have lost their mind. After years in the garbage, 

they are looking for better life. The boulevard they are living on is now fully covered with 

garbage bales. Through the boulevard there are N bales, labeled from left to right with the 

numbers form 0 to N – 1, with positive heights Hi (0 ≤ i < N). On each of the bales there is a 

frog, which is very tired and can only make not more than Ji (0 ≤ i < N) jumps. Every jump is 

to the nearest bale on the right, which is strictly higher than the current bale (not only to the 

suburbs, but also going highly over the garbage). A frog which has the strength for at least 

one more jump after than no more higher bales on the right exist succeeds in going in a better 

world. This world is so high that we didn’t find so big number for its height and denote this 

height with –1. Write a program frogs to find the maximal height that every frog can 

reach. 

Input 

On the first line of the standard input is given the number of bales N (0 < N ≤ 10
6
). On the 

second line the N natural numbers Hi (0 < Hi ≤ 10
9
) are given, separated by spaces. The third 

line contains the N natural numbers Ji (0 < Ji < N), also separated by spaces. 

Output 

On the single line of the standard output the program has to print N natural numbers – a 

maximal height which can be reached by the corresponding frog (in order from left to right). 

Two consecutive numbers have to be separated by a space, not leaving spaces before the firs 

and after the last number. 

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 

Input Input 

8 

3 1 4 5 6 2 3 8 

1 2 1 3 4 2 1 2 

6 

7 8 9 1 2 3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Output Output 

4 5 5 –1 -1 8 8 –1 9 -1 -1 3 -1 –1 

 

 

 

 

 


